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Note Graffiti Far from Home
By Harold Don Allen

THE W.J. PALMER SIGNATURE IS ANYTHING BUT A COMMON
one on Dominion of Canada 25-cent "shinplasters" of the 1870 issue.

Indeed, as only dollar values of that historic issue normally carried penned sig-
natures, it mightn't be going too far to consider it unique.

Short-snorter connoisseurs among our readers are sure to sense what I
mean.

The Swedes consider their kingdom to have been the birthplace of bank-
issued paper money, at least in the accepted western sense. Their coinage, too,
has a long history, a huge replica of a millennium-old silver piece greeting you
at their principal airport in Arlanda. What they may not realize at their splen-
did monetary museum or in Stockholm coin shops is that they seem to have
been offering, to no takers, a particularly venerable "short snorter" item.

Canadian, as it happens, this being a small world -- so I
bought the little note, of course.

The early Canadian shinplaster, duly
endorsed, had been featured in the
European-flavored "world" stock of the affa-
ble Bertil Jonsson, Mynt & Medaljer dealer,
at Swevagen 96 in an older but well-kept
neighborhood of the Swedish capital. Across
the face of the attractive Britannia note, in
two lines of ageing, careful black script, had
been inscribed "W. J. Palmer" and "Helliard
House." Nothing more. The back of the
note, however, evidences much wear. The
wear is the sort that typically results from
decades of being carried in a wallet, in this instance while having been folded in
four.

There's enough mystery, or at least uncertainty, here to make the item
desirable to those of us who can find intrigue in graffiti on a note. Might Mr.
Palmer merely have written his own name and the address where he was stay-
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Changing of the Guard at Stockholm's
Royal Palace on a "damp, dreary win-
ter day," captured by the author's
lens.
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ing, then carried the note himself for decades, for whatever reason? Or, had
Mr. Palmer merely written across the note, for want of other paper, his name
and address, and presented it to another party, who then had carried the little
bill year after year, again for whatever reason? A personal memento? A
remembrance of a small wager?

Quite likely we're never to know -- though if someone, somewhere
recalled a Mr. Palmer or a Helhard House, it could be interesting to learn
more.

My intuition is that the inscription is British rather than Canadian,
though how a lowly North American shinplaster could venture so far afield, or
lend itself to such purpose, one cannot but wonder.

The particular note, for the record, can be seen to have derived from a
late 1890s printing. The 1870 date and absence of an earlier series letter estab-
lishes this. With a change of printer (to American Bank Note Co.), Canada's
first shinplasters were replaced in 1900; with a third, serially numbered issue
being released in 1923.

So we really must assume that both Mr. Palmer and his aquaintance have
passed on. One can imagine his successors bringing the little bill to the
Stockholm coin shop, with high (though unrealistic) hopes as to its value. The
genial Mr. Jonsson did buy it, and add it to his interesting and diverse stock,
but no great sum need to have been involved.

Such a Canadian fractional, whether endorsed, inscribed or otherwise,
does have something of a story to relate. It is representative of the first paper
money produced after Confederation -- the Canadian federal union of 1867 --
issued to solve a quite specific monetary problem. U.S. silver coinage had been
at a discount, but had been pouring into the new country to circulate at par.
Canadian silver coinage had been on order, but printing presses, when they need
to, could be quicker than nineteenth-century coiners. So the 1870 shinplaster
issue was to be a stop-gap. It served its initial purpose, undeniably. Canadians
did develop an affection for the little notes, however, with the unanticipated
result that three major varieties (issue-dated 1870, 1900, and 1923) kept 25-cent
bills circulating until a central bank, the Bank of Canada, took over such mat-
ters, in 1935.

The 1870 issue by British American Bank Note Co. was to serve for the
first 30 years. It strikes me as having been the most attractive of the three issues,
though I acknowledge a weakness for such earlier note designs.

An initial printing of 2,000,000 notes (200,000 sheets of ten), unnumbered
but with series letter "A," was followed by a second printing of 2,000,000, series
letter "B." These sufficed until near the turn-of-century, when an additional
300,000 notes were run off from old plates with series letters removed. Notes
from this final printing are the 1870-dated notes most frequently seen.

The 1900 and 1923 Canadian shinplasters featured modifications of the
symbolic Brittania. The 1923 issue bore sheet numbers, plus position letters rel-
ative to a sheet of ten.

Something like 4,000,000 of the 1870, 1900, and 1923 notes remain unre-
deemed. As might be expected, high grades command a stiff premium, but aver-
age, well circulated notes, remain inexpensive -- to the delight of young or new
collectors. The 1870 issue shows no variation in engraved signatures -- govern-
ment officials William Dickinson and T. D. Harrington. This makes the elusive
W. J. Palmer all the more interesting, if only we could pin the fellow down.
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